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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a Bidirectional Attention
Network (BANet), an end-to-end framework for monocular
depth estimation that addresses the limitation of effectively
integrating local and global information in convolutional neural
networks. The structure of this mechanism derives from a
strong conceptual foundation of neural machine translation,
and presents a light-weight mechanism for adaptive control of
computation similar to the dynamic nature of recurrent neural
networks. We introduce bidirectional attention modules that
utilize the feed-forward feature maps and incorporate the global
context to filter out ambiguity. Extensive experiments reveal the
high degree of capability that this bidirectional attention model
presents over feed-forward baselines and other state-of-the-art
methods for monocular depth estimation on two challenging
datasets, KITTI and DIODE. We show that our proposed
approach either outperforms or performs at least on a par
with the state-of-the-art monocular depth estimation methods
with less memory and computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art methods for depth estimation [1]–[3] are
founded on fully convolutional networks (FCN) [4] to es-
timate the continuous depth map from a single image in
an end-to-end manner. Inspired by the success of FCN,
recent works on Monocular Depth Estimation (MDE) have
shown improvements through higher capacity architectural
enhancements to the FCN structure.
Depth perception in human brain requires combined sig-
nals from three different cues (oculomotor, monocular, and
binocular [5]) to obtain ample information for depth sensing
and navigation. As a matter of fact, the domain of MDE is
inherently ill-posed. Classical computer vision approaches
employ multi-view stereo correspondence algorithms [6],
[7] for depth estimation. With the recent deep learning
based methods formulate the MDE as a dense, pixel-level,
continuous regression problem, although a few approaches
attempt to model MDE rather as a classification [8] or
quantized regression [1] task.
State-of-the-art MDE models [1]–[3] are based on pre-
trained convolutional backbones [9]–[11] with upsampling
and skip connection [2], global context module and logarith-
mic discretization for ordinal regression [1], and coefficient
learner for upsampling with local planar assumption [3]. All
these design choices explicitly or implicitly suffer from the
spatial downsampling operation in the backbone architecture
which is shown for pixel-level task [12]. Since MDE is a sin-
gle plane estimation (i.e., single channel output) problem, in
contrast to existing developments for MDE, we incorporate
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Fig. 1: Examples of BANet predictions on KITTI val set.
BANet improves the overall depth estimation by generating
attention weights for each stage and diminishing representa-
tional ambiguity within the network.
the idea of depth-to-space (D2S) [13], [14] transformation
as a remedy to the downsampling operation in the decoding
phase. However, straightforward D2S transformation of the
final feature map might suffer from the lack of global
context from the scene necessary for reliable estimation
[15], [16]. Therefore, we inject global context on the D2S
transformed single-channel feature maps for each stage of
the backbone model. Moreover, we effectively gather the
information from all the stages of the backbone with a
bidirectional attention module (see Fig. 2) inspired by the
work [17] that first demonstrate the potential of attention in
deep learning. In the light of the highlighted issues that arise
in MDE methods, we present a novel yet effective pipeline
for estimating continuous depth map from a single image (see
Fig. 1). Although our architecture contains substantially more
connections than SOTA, both the computational complexity
and the number of parameters are lower than the recent
approaches as most of the interactions are computed on D2S
transformed single channel features. Due to the prominence
of bidirectional attention pattern in our design, we name our
model Bidirectional Attention Network (BANet).
Contributions: Our main contributions are as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge we present the first
work which applies the concept of bidirectional atten-
tion mechanism for monocular depth estimation. The
flexibility of our mechanism is its ability to incorporate
with any existing CNNs.
• We further introduce forward and backward attention
modules which effectively integrate local and global
information to filter out ambiguity.
• We present an extensive set of experimental results on
two different MDE datasets. The experiments demon-
strate the effectiveness of our proposed method in both
the efficiency as well as performance. We show that
variants of our proposed mechanism perform better or
on a par with the recent SOTA architectures.
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II. RELATED WORK
Given the high degree of success of CNNs in image
understanding, many methods [1], [2], [8], [18]–[23] have
been proposed to tackle the problem of depth estimation.
Supervised MDE. A compiled survey of classical stereo
correspondence algorithms for dense disparity estimation
is provided in [6]. Saxena et al. [18] employed Markov
Random Field (MRF) to extract absolute and relative depth
magnitudes using the local cues at multiple scales to exploit
both local and global information from image patches. Based
upon the assumption that the 3D scenes comprise many
small planar surfaces (i.e. triangulation), this work is further
extended to estimate the 3D position and orientation of the
oversegmented superpixels in the images [24], [25].
Eigen et al. [26] is the the first work addressing the
monocular depth estimation task with deep learning. The
authors proposed a stack of global, coarse depth prediction
model followed by local region-wise refinement with a sep-
arate sub-network. Li et al. [27] refined the superpixel depth
map predicted by the CNN model to the pixel-level using a
CRF. Cao et al. [8] transformed the continuous regression
task of MDE to the pixel-level classification problem by
discretization of depth ranges into multiple bins. A unified
approach blending CRF and fully convolutional networks
with superpixel pooling for faster inference is proposed into
the framework of Deep Convolutional Neural Fields (DCNF)
[28]. Multi-scale outputs from different stages of CNN are
fused with continuous CRFs in [29] with further refinements
via structured attention over the feature maps [19].
Recently, DORN [1] modeled the MDE task as an ordi-
nal regression problem with space-increasing (logarithmic)
discretization of the depth range to appropriately address
the increase in error with depth magnitude. DenseDepth
[2] employed the pretrained DenseNet [11] backbone with
bilinear upsampling and skip connections on the decoder
to obtain high-resolution depth map. The novelty in the
BTS architecture [3] lies in their local planar guidance
(LPG) module as an alternative to upsampling based skip
connections to transform intermediate feature maps to full-
resolution depth predictions. In contrast, we propose a light-
weight bidirectional attention mechanism to filter out ambi-
guity from the deeper representations by incorporating global
and local contexts.
Visualization of MDE models: To date, there exist few
works [15], [16] on the visualization and possible inter-
pretation of the deep learning models for monocular depth
estimation. Hu et al. [16] attempted to identify the minimum
number of pixels necessary for a trained model to estimate
the depth estimator and they showed that CNNs most im-
portantly need the edge pixels to infer the scene geometry
and regions surrounding the vanishing points for outdoor
scenarios. Dijk and Croon [15] analyzed four pretrained
MDE models for interpretability. They found that all the
pretrained models considered ignore the apparent size of
the objects and focus only on the vertical position of the
object in the scene to predict the distance. It means the
models approximate the camera pose while training from
the images. This is particularly true for the KITTI dataset
for which the camera is mounted on top of the vehicle and
the vanishing point of all the scenes is around the middle
of the images. Consequently, a small change in pitch corrupt
the depth prediction in a non-negligible manner. In our work,
we also found both the interpretation of vanishing point and
vertical positioning to be quite essential when the training of
our models with vertically flipped samples failed to converge.
III. OUR APPROACH
In this section, we discuss our proposed Bidirectional At-
tention Network (BANet). Specifically, we introduce bidirec-
tional attention modules and different global context aggre-
gation techniques for effective integration of local and global
information for the task of monocular depth estimation.
A. Bidirectional Attention Network
The idea of applying bidirectional attention in our pro-
posed approach is motivated by neural machine translation
(NMT) [17]. Although there exist recent works [30]–[32]
that exploits channel-wise and spatial attention in CNN for
various computer vision tasks, the idea of applying attention
in forward and backward manner to achieve the nature of
birectional RNN has not been largely explored.
The overall architecture of our proposed method is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. Similar to the NMT [17] terminolo-
gies, the stage-wise feed-forward features (S1, S2, ..., S5)
in BANet can be seen analogous to the individual word
in the source sentence. Note that the bidirectional RNN
inherently generates the forward and backward hidden states
due to the sequential, dynamic processing of the source
sentence word by word. Since CNN has a static nature
on the input images, we introduce two different attention
modules denoted as forward and backward sub-modules. The
bidirectional attention modules take the stage-wise feature
maps as input to filter out ambiguity by incorporating global
context.
Bidirectional Attention Modules. Since the task of MDE
is a single plane estimation problem (i.e., output contains a
single channel), we reshape the stage-wise feature maps (si
where i = 1, 2, .., 5) to the desired spatial resolution with a
1 × 1 convolution followed by the efficient and parameter-
less depth-to-space (D2S) [13], [14] operation. Our forward
and backward attention operations can be formalized as:
sfi = Dfi (si) , afi = Afi
(
sf1 , s
f
2 , . . . , s
f
i
)
Gf = af1 ⊗ af2 ⊗ . . .⊗ afN
sbi = Dbi (si) , abi = Abi
(
sbi , s
b
i+1, . . . , s
b
N
)
Gb = ab1 ⊗ ab2 ⊗ . . .⊗ abN
A = ϕ (G (Gf ⊗ Gb))
(1)
where ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. In Eq. 1, the superscripts f
and b denote the operations related to the forward and back-
ward attentions, respectively, and the subscript i denotes
the associated stage of the backbone feature maps. Dfi and
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Fig. 2: An architectural illustration of our proposed bidirectional attention network (BANet). The forward and backward
attention module take stage-wise features as input and process through multiple operations to generate stage-wise attention
weights. The rectangles represent either a single operation or a set of operations with learnable parameters. The white circles
with inscribed symbols (⊗, ϕ,,∑, σ) denote parameterless operations. The colored circles highlight the outputs of different
conceptual stages of processing. The construction of the D2S modules is shown inside the gray box on the right.
Dbi represent the D2S modules which process the backbone
feature map si. Afi and Abi refers to the 9 × 9 convolution
in Fig. 2. Here, Afi gets access to the features up to the ith
stage, and Abi receives the feature representation from the
ith stage onward; thus emulating the forward and backward
attention mechanisms of a bidirectional RNN. Next, all
the forward and backward attention maps are concatenated
channel-wise and processed with a 3 × 3 convolution (G in
Eq. 1) and softmax (ϕ) to generate the per stage pixel-level
attention weights A (see Fig. 3). The procedure of computing
the feature representation, fi, from the stage-wise feature
maps, Si, using the D2S module can be formalized as:
fi = DFi (si) ; F = f1 ⊗ f2 ⊗ . . .⊗ fN (2)
where ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Then we compute the unnor-
malized prediction, D̂u, from the concatenated features, F ,
and attention maps, A, using the Hadamard (element-wise)
product followed by pixel-wise summation
∑
. Finally, the
normalized prediction, D̂, is generated with the sigmoid (σ)
function. The operations can be expressed as:
D̂u =
∑
AF , D̂ = σ
(
D̂u
)
(3)
Global Context Aggregation. We incorporate global con-
text inside the D2S modules by applying average pooling
with comparatively larger kernels followed by fully con-
nected layers and bilinear upsampling operations. This set
of operations combine the pixel-wise, local (query) infor-
mation with the image-level, global (key) information to
extract better monocular cues from the whole image. This
aggregation of global context in the D2S module helps to
resolve ambiguities (see Fig. 4 and 5) for thinner objects
in more challenging scenarios (i.e., very bright or dark
contexts). Additionally, we provide details of few alternatives
realizations of our proposed architecture as follows:
• BANet-Full: This is the complete realization of the archi-
tecture as shown in Fig. 2.
Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5Stage 1
Fig. 3: An illustration of the generated stage-wise attention weights using the forward and backward attention modules.
• BANet-Vanilla: It contains only the backbone followed by
1× 1 convolution, a single D2S operation, and sigmoid to
generate the final depth prediction. This is quite similar to
the model used for depth prediction in RefinedMPL [33]
for mono 3D detection.
• BANet-Forward: The backward attention modules of
BANet are missing in this setup.
• BANet-Backward: The forward attention modules of
BANet are not present here.
• BANet-Markov: This follows the Markovian assumption
that the feature at each time step (or stage) i depends only
on the feature from the immediate preceding (for forward
attention) or succeeding (for backward attention) time step
(or stage) i ∓ 1 (i.e. Xi ⊥ {Xi∓2, Xi∓3, ...Xi∓k}|Xi∓1).
Therefore, all but the immediate preceding (forward) and
succeeding (backward) incoming edges to the 9 × 9 con-
volution in Fig. 2 are deactivated in this construct.
• BANet-Local: This one replaces the global context aggre-
gation part with a single 9× 9 convolution.
Note that we also conduct pilot experiments without
any time dependent structuring by simply concatenating
the different stage features all at once and similar post-
processing. However, such naive implementation performs
much poorer than our proposed time dependent realizations
mentioned above. Therefore, we exclude this straightforward
employment from further experimental analysis.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed bidirectional
attention framework, we first conduct ablation study with
different variants and provide quantitative comparison on two
challenging monocular depth estimation dataset (KITTI and
DIODE). Next we provide a comparison with recent state-
of-the-art methods on KITTI test set.
Datasets. Among several publicly available standard datasets
[24], [25], [34]–[36] for monocular depth estimation, we
choose DIODE [35] and KITTI [36] due to their com-
paratively high density of ground truth annotations. We
hypothesize that our model assessment might be biased to-
wards better nonlinear interpolator rather than the candidates
capable of learning to predict depth maps using monocular
cues. Therefore, our experiments done on the datasets com-
prising truly dense ground truths provide unbiased measure
of different types of architectural design choices.
a) DIODE: Dense Indoor/Outdoor DEpth (DIODE)
[35] is the first standard dataset for monocular depth estima-
tion comprising diverse indoor and outdoor scenes acquired
with the same hardware setup. The training set consists of
8574 indoor and 16884 outdoor samples from 20 scans each.
The validation set contains 325 indoor and 446 outdoor
samples with each set from 10 different scans. The ground
truth density for the indoor training and validation splits are
approximately 99.54% and 99%, respectively. The density of
the outdoor sets are naturally lower with 67.19% for training
and 78.33% for validation subsets. The indoor and outdoor
ranges for the dataset are 50m and 300m, respectively.
b) KITTI: KITTI dataset for monocular depth estima-
tion [36] is a derivative of the KITTI sequences which were
designed for autonomous driving. The training, validation,
and test sets comprise 85898, 1000, and 500 samples, re-
spectively. Following previous works, we set the prediction
range to [0−80m] where ever applicable, although there are
a few pixels with depth values greater than 80m.
Implementation Details. For fair comparison, we put all the
recent models [1]–[3] under the same umbrella by training
them from scratch alongside ours using the same hyperpa-
rameter settings. All the models are trained for 50 epochs
with batch size of 32 in the NVIDIA Tesla V100 32GB
GPU using the sprase labels without any densification. The
runtime was measured with a single NVIDIA GeForce
RTX 2080 Ti GPU just because of its availability at the
time of writing. We use Adam optimizer with the initial
learning rate of 1e−4 and weight decay of 0. The learning
rate is reduced on plateau after 10 epochs by 0.1 with the
minimum learning rate of 1e−5. Random horizontal flipping
and color jitter are the only augmentation strategies used in
training. For KITTI, we randomly crop 352× 1216 training
samples following the resolution of the validation and test
splits. Also, for computational efficiency, the inputs are half-
sampled (and zero-padded if necessary) prior to feeding into
the models, and the predictions are bilinearly upsampled to
match the ground truth before comparison. For DORN [1],
we set the number of ordinal levels to the optimal value of 80
(or 160 considering both positive and negative planes). This
value is set to 50, 75, and 75 for DIODE indoor, outdoor, and
combined splits following the same principle. We employ
SILog and L1 error as the loss functions for training all
the models on KITTI and DIODE, respectively, except for
DORN that comes with its own ordinal loss. Following
BTS [3] and DenseDepth [2], we use DenseNet161 [11] as
our BANet backbone.
Evaluation Metrics. In MDE literature, both accuracy
(higher is better) and error (lower is better) metrics are
used altogether to benchmark different approaches. However,
there is a lack of consistency among the set of metrics used
for different datasets. In this work, we employ a unified set
of metrics across all the subsets of different datasets used
for experiments. For the error metrics, we mostly follow
the measures (SILog, SqRel, AbsRel, MAE, RMSE, iRMSE)
directly from the KITTI leadearboard. Additionally, we have
modified the accuracy metrics for more rigorous measure-
ments since the traditional accuracy metrics are thresholded
measures of relative predictions over an interval. We extend
TABLE I: Quantitative results on the DIODE Indoor val set.
Model #Params
(106)
Time
(ms)
Lower is better Higher is better (%)
SiLog SqRel AbsRel MAE RMSE iRMSE δ5 δ10 δ15 δ25 δ56 δ95
DORN [1] 91.21 57 23.94 44.00 45.15 1.65 1.88 206.38 9.58 18.00 25.47 38.15 62.25 76.98
DenseDepth [2] 44.61 27 19.67 25.10 34.50 1.39 1.56 177.33 12.37 23.75 33.28 48.13 70.19 83.00
BTS [3] 47.00 34 19.27 24.23 32.93 1.41 1.59 174.34 14.40 26.83 36.85 50.66 71.87 82.00
BANet-Vanilla 28.73 21 18.78 27.75 34.36 1.43 1.61 175.35 14.13 26.43 36.43 51.28 70.63 81.32
BANet-Forward 32.58 28 18.39 25.81 35.49 1.49 1.65 179.58 12.63 24.29 33.76 47.53 68.63 80.91
BANet-Backward 32.58 28 18.25 24.43 34.19 1.46 1.62 176.02 13.58 25.05 34.93 48.94 69.50 81.52
BANet-Markov 35.64 31 18.62 21.78 32.58 1.44 1.61 173.58 12.79 24.39 34.60 48.99 72.28 82.29
BANet-Local 35.08 32 18.83 23.65 33.49 1.43 1.59 172.11 13.53 25.53 35.11 49.71 71.18 82.88
BANet-Full 35.64 33 18.43 26.49 34.99 1.45 1.61 177.22 13.15 24.34 33.56 48.48 70.66 82.26
TABLE II: Quantitative results on the DIODE Outdoor val set.
Model #Params
(106)
Time
(ms)
Lower is better Higher is better (%)
SiLog SqRel AbsRel MAE RMSE iRMSE δ5 δ10 δ15 δ25 δ56 δ95
DORN [1] 91.31 57 41.11 382.60 56.17 5.81 8.88 97.84 10.79 21.07 30.81 46.72 74.69 86.42
DenseDepth [2] 44.61 27 37.49 244.47 41.74 4.32 7.03 110.19 16.87 30.75 41.99 58.56 81.14 90.05
BTS [3] 47.00 34 38.11 254.55 44.97 4.57 7.36 94.93 14.01 26.71 37.49 54.71 79.92 89.35
BANet-Vanilla 28.73 21 37.38 217.52 39.53 4.19 6.93 92.85 16.32 30.72 42.04 58.95 81.42 90.09
BANet-Forward 32.58 28 37.59 202.70 38.80 4.25 7.00 93.40 16.14 30.13 41.75 58.46 80.81 89.72
BANet-Backward 32.58 28 36.89 215.27 39.15 4.21 6.86 92.44 15.70 29.83 41.35 57.89 81.34 90.37
BANet-Markov 35.64 31 37.61 226.07 39.86 4.27 6.97 92.86 16.09 30.21 42.00 58.46 81.24 90.00
BANet-Local 35.08 32 36.54 218.54 39.23 4.11 6.78 92.72 16.26 30.44 42.26 59.68 82.35 90.56
BANet-Full 35.64 33 37.17 210.97 38.50 4.20 6.94 92.26 16.87 31.25 42.81 58.66 81.53 90.33
Image Ground truth DORN DenseDepth BTS BANet-Local BANet-Full
Fig. 4: Sample results on DIODE indoor (top) and outdoor (bottom) images. Top: The window frame on the bottom right
is detected well by BANets compared to BTS and DenseDepth. Bottom: Other methods but our BANet-Full fail to localize
the highly illuminated tree trunks. This shows the importance of global context aggregation in BANet-Full.
this set placing more thresholds between the lower end and
the lowest existing threshold within the same interval (Eq. 4).
δk =
∑
i
max(
ai
ti
ti
ai
) < (1 +
k
100
) ∗ 100 (%) (4)
where k ∈ {5, 10, 15, 25, 56, 95}. Consequently, our ex-
tended set contains six metrics (i.e. δ5, δ10, δ15, δ25, δ56,
and δ95), of which the last three represent the old metrics
(δold1 , δ
2
10, δ
old
3 ). Such a more rigorous metric extension
provides better insights for autonomous driving applications,
where the high precision of depth estimation is of paramount
importance [33].
A. Results on Monocular Depth Estimation
Quantitative Comparison: Table I, II, III, and IV list the
comparison results of our BANet variants with the SOTA
architectures. Note that the performance of DORN is partic-
ularly much worse than others due the effect of granularity
provided by its discretization or ordinal levels. Setting up
a higher value for this hyperparameter might improve its
precision. However, increasing this number causes exponen-
tial increase in memory consumption during training; thus
making it difficult to train on large datasets like KITTI and
DIODE. Overall, our BANet variants performs better or close
to existing SOTA in particular BTS. It is worth noting that the
number of parameters in the heaviest BANet variant (BANet-
Full) is about 25% less than BTS.
To better tease out the effect of the different components
in BANet, we provide observations as follows:
• BANet-Markov performs worse than BANet-Local and
BANet-Full where both of these realizations include all
the forward and backward edges in Figure 2. It shows
that the Markovian assumption does not hold well among
different stages of a convolutional network.
• The superior performance of BANet-Backward compared
to BANet-Forward indicates that the feature refinement
is possibly more important in the early stages of the
backbone than later in terms of performance.
• The time dependent structure inscribed into the model im-
proves the performance over the vanilla counterparts with
little increase in computational and memory complexity.
TABLE III: Quantitative results on the DIODE All (Indoor+Outdoor) val set.
Model #Params
(106)
Time
(ms)
Lower is better Higher is better (%)
SiLog SqRel AbsRel MAE RMSE iRMSE δ5 δ10 δ15 δ25 δ56 δ95
DORN [1] 91.31 57 34.14 218.36 45.74 3.58 5.39 132.58 11.91 22.62 32.42 48.05 74.58 86.79
DenseDepth [2] 44.61 27 31.05 157.70 39.33 3.10 4.77 182.26 15.26 28.28 38.80 54.25 76.46 87.24
BTS [3] 47.00 34 30.06 128.67 37.03 3.13 4.83 142.98 15.85 29.31 40.00 54.98 76.18 86.52
BANet-Vanilla 28.73 21 30.11 156.16 39.30 3.08 4.73 129.02 14.61 27.30 37.90 53.76 76.67 87.37
BANet-Forward 32.58 28 30.54 181.53 39.09 3.05 4.77 128.88 15.34 28.69 39.65 55.17 76.86 87.21
BANet-Backward 32.58 28 30.28 179.41 40.25 3.05 4.73 129.98 15.27 27.96 38.42 54.17 76.83 87.47
BANet-Markov 35.64 31 30.16 188.45 40.10 3.12 4.80 129.31 15.20 27.89 38.35 54.04 76.04 86.76
BANet-Local 35.08 32 29.69 148.91 37.68 2.98 4.66 126.96 16.03 29.44 40.36 56.08 77.34 87.96
BANet-Full 35.64 33 29.93 150.76 39.28 3.06 4.73 130.39 14.48 26.85 37.10 53.26 76.40 87.15
TABLE IV: Quantitative results on the KITTI val set.
Model #Params
(106)
Time
(ms)
Lower is better Higher is better (%)
SiLog SqRel AbsRel MAE RMSE iRMSE δ5 δ10 δ15 δ25 δ56 δ95
DORN [1] 89.23 36 12.22 3.03 11.78 2.04 3.80 11.68 27.63 53.10 73.55 91.28 98.45 99.53
DenseDepth [2] 44.61 25 10.66 1.76 8.01 1.58 3.31 8.24 49.88 74.38 84.81 93.50 98.87 99.69
BTS [3] 47.00 29 10.67 1.59 7.51 1.56 3.37 8.10 52.83 75.57 85.51 93.80 98.71 99.65
BANet-Vanilla 28.73 20 10.88 1.65 7.74 1.63 3.51 8.34 49.61 74.04 84.68 93.49 98.63 99.59
BANet-Forward 32.34 25 10.61 1.67 9.02 1.77 3.54 9.99 33.31 65.93 81.36 92.66 98.68 99.61
BANet-Backward 32.34 25 10.54 1.52 7.67 1.59 3.42 8.47 49.41 73.99 84.95 93.57 98.72 99.65
BANet-Markov 35.28 27 10.72 1.85 8.24 1.62 3.38 8.28 48.34 74.37 84.87 93.19 98.75 99.69
BANet-Local 35.08 27 10.53 2.21 9.92 1.77 3.34 9.68 33.41 66.61 81.74 92.36 98.87 99.71
BANet-Full 35.28 28 10.64 1.81 8.25 1.60 3.30 8.47 45.73 74.19 85.45 93.75 98.81 99.68
• The advantage of global context aggregation is not nu-
merically well-understood from the tables. However, from
Fig. 4 and 5, it is an evident that exploiting the global
information helps to disambiguate in delicate situations.
TABLE V: Results on the KITTI leaderboard (test set).
Method SILog SqRel AbsRel iRMSE
DORN [1] 11.77 2.23 8.78 12.98
BTS [3] 11.67 2.21 9.04 12.23
BANet-Full 11.61 2.29 9.38 12.23
Finally, we also compare our BANet-Full with other methods
on the KITTI leaderboard (Table V). Our model achieves
slightly better than SOTA architectures on the primary metric
(SILog) used for ranking.
Qualitative Comparison: Figure 4 and 5 show the quali-
tative comparison of different SOTA methods. The DORN
prediction map clearly indicates its semi-discretized nature of
prediction. For both the indoor and outdoor images in Fig. 4,
BTS and DenseDepth suffer from the high intensity regions
surrounding the window frame in the bottom right of the left
image and the trunks in the right image. Our BANet variants
work better in these delicate regions. In particular, the global
context aggregation of BANet-Full helps to distinguish the
trunks better than its local counterpart. Fig. 5 demonstrates
a similar case, but this time in the dark surroundings. From
both these visualizations, it is evident that the global context
aggregation is necessary to resolve potential ambiguities
caused by adverse illumination.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a bidirectional attention
mechanism for convolutional networks for monocular depth
estimation task similar to bidirection RNN for NMT. We
show that a standard backbone equipped with this attention
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Fig. 5: Sample results on KITTI val set. The top region is
cropped since it does not contain any ground truth. The tree
trunks in the dark regions on the left is better differentiated
with global context aggregation in BANet-Full.
mechanism performs better or at least on a par with the SOTA
architectures on standard datasets. As a future direction,
we believe that our proposed attention mechanism has the
potential to be useful in similar dense prediction tasks, e.g.,
the single plane ones.
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